Abstract-Testing
I. INTRODUCTION

A.
Software Testing:
Software testing is the process of exercising and evaluating a system or system component by either manual or automated means to verify that it satisfies specified requirements and identifies the differences between the expected and actual results. It is performed for defect detection and reliability estimation. The software testing is conducted by executing the program developed with test inputs and comparing the observed output with the expected one. The main aim of testing is to cover the programming features. In White-box or structural testing, test data is design for program coverage. That means all paths of program should be executed at least once. There are three main types of coverage criteria; statement coverage, branch coverage, and path coverage. Branch coverage is widely used testing technique and it is the basis of several industry standards because it is not an extremely strict coverage criterion [14] . The Black-box or functional testing does not need any information about how the program was written. It generates test from software specification to ensure that software work properly. Gray-box testing investigates the coverage criteria of white-box method and finds all possible coverage paths.
It is difficult to test the whole software, therefore the selective parts of the software are considered for the testing. Because the input space of the Software Under Test (SUT) might be very large, testing has to be conducted with a representative subset of test cases. The test cases defined decide about the kind and scope of the test. Creation of relevant subset of test cases during software testing is a critical activity [13] . The test cases which are used to examine the SUT must possess an ability to expose the faults as well as test cases must be a representative subset of possible inputs. The quality and the significance of the overall test are directly affected by the set of test cases that are used during testing. Test data is used to create the test cases. Test data generation is the process of identifying a set of program input data that satisfies a given testing criterion [1] . This requirement of effective test cases demands the generation of "Good" automated test cases. Test da generation technique and application of a test data adequacy criterion justifies the "Better" test data [1] . There is need to explore these aspects of test data generation in order to increase the degree of automation and efficiency of software testing.
B. Artificial Intelligence:
Artificial Intelligence is the science and engineering of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programs. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is defined as the ability of computer software and hardware to do those things that we, as humans, recognize as intelligent behavior. These include activities as:
 Searching: finding "good" material after having been provided only limited direction, especially from a large quantity of available data.
 Surmounting constraints: finding ways that something will fit into a confined space, taking apart or building a complex object, or moving through a difficult maze.
 Recognizing patterns: finding items with similar characteristics, or identifying an entity when not all its characteristics are stated or available.
 Making logical inferences: drawing conclusions based upon understood reasoning methods such as deduction and induction.
In AI, these processes have manifested themselves in wellrecognized and maturing areas including Neural In recent years, advanced heuristic search techniques have been applied to software testing. These techniques are based on evolutionary algorithms. Software testing uses a meta-heuristic search technique, to convert the task of test case generation into an optimal problem [6] . Faezeh et. al. in [5] focused on the use of independent path to reduce time and on precisely monitoring the execution trace of the program. Genetic algorithm is applied with improved parameters for test cases designed to better detect bugs of tested program. The genetic algorithm based tester fulfills test criteria by manner of evolutionary computation. Genetic Algorithm method with dynamic fitness function and stopping criterion is used for effective testing and low cost identification of infeasible path. The approach used suffers from the disadvantage about dynamic aspect of testing, as the stopping criteria used can"t specify actual number of generations, i.e. in some cases, the tester is exited based on waiting time, while the stopping criterion is not satisfied.
Generating test data automatically and identifying infeasible paths reduces the testing cost, time and effort. Anu et. al. in [2] mentioned that the work has been done on the automation of test cases using Tabu search algorithm on complex programs under test and large number of input variables. The tabu search algorithm is used for generation of structural software tests. The authors present use of tabu search with dijksra algorithm (a greedy approach) to provide an efficient path with maximum code coverage and minimum cost.
III. DISCUSSION ON RESULTS
Software testing takes a large portion of the software project resources. Reduction in cost and time at this stage will be of great help for software development process. Test cases and test data generation is a key problem in software testing and its automation improves the efficiency and effectiveness and improves the high cost of software testing [14] .
In most test case design it is difficult to automate e.g. for functional testing the generation of test cases is usually not possible as no formal specifications are applied in industrial practice and for structural testing the limits of symbolic execution make an entire automation impossible. Many researchers and practitioners have been working in generating optimal test cases based on specifications [8] . Parsana and Chandran in [11] had suggested a model based approach to derive test cases using tree structure coupled with genetic algorithm and have concluded that their proposed model is useful to generate test cases. The genetic algorithm is also used to automatically generate test cases for path testing [13] .
The generations of test data using random, symbolic and dynamic approach are not sufficient enough to generate adequate amount of test data. Other problems like nonreorganization of occurrences of infinite loops and inefficiency to generate test data for complex programs makes these techniques not worthy for generating test data. Therefore there is need for generating test data using search based technique [1] . In addition to these there is need of generating test cases that concentrate on error prone areas of code [3] .
Test data is often generated by hand, so demand for automatic test data generation is high in these sectors. Ahmed and Moheb in [1] showed through experiments that the test data generation based on search techniques like genetic algorithm reduced the cost of software testing by more than 75% and when random test data generation is compared with an approach based on genetic search then it has been found that genetic search visibly outperformed random test generation [14] . Premal and Nirpal in [13] concluded that when Genetic Algorithm techniques applied for finding the most critical paths in order to generate the test data outperforms the exhaustive search and local search techniques. Using the Ant Colony Optimizer algorithm, a group of ants effectively explore the graph created to represent the Statechart model structure of a software system under test and generate optimal test data to achieve test coverage requirement [7] . Random test generated test data do not give a good test data set. The quality of test data produces by genetic algorithms is higher than the quality of test data produced by random way because the algorithm can direct the generation of test cases to the desirable range fast [4] . Genetic algorithms are also useful in reducing the time required for lengthy testing by generating meaningful test data. [13] IV. CONCLUSION Software testing is the process of identifying the flaws and defects in the system. The goal of software testing is to design a set of minimal number of test cases and test data such that it reveals as many faults as possible. In software testing process each test case has an identity and is associated with a set of inputs and a list of expected outputs. Test data generation is the process of identifying a set of program input data that satisfies a given testing criterion. Test cases and test data generation is a key problem in software testing and its automation improves the efficiency and effectiveness and improves the high cost of software testing. The automation of test data and test cases generations using artificial intelligence techniques like genetic algorithm, simulated annealing and ant colony optimizer are better than the generation of test data and test cases using the exhaustive and random test generation.
